
Grandes eventos, grandes momentos

Only five minutes from the Lisbon airport and in 

the centre of the trendy Campo Grande business 

district, the Radisson Blu Hotel, Lisbon offers 221 

comfortable rooms and suites for premium stays. 

Thoughtful amenities like 24-hour room service, 

coffee and tea provisions and individual climate 

control make each stay feel like home. Relax 

among elegant furnishings, watch programs on 

the cable television, or catch up with work with 

Free high-speed, wireless Internet access.

Dine at the on-site restaurant or have drinks with 

colleagues at the hotel bar. Lisbon guests can 

also use the fitness center, car park facilities.

Single - € 86,00 

Double - € 96,00

Prices per room, per night with breakfast

included

Hotel Radisson ****



Grandes eventos, grandes momentos

The NH Lisboa Campo Grande hotel sits opposite 

a green park in the Entre Campos neighborhood 

of Lisbon.

There are 82 rooms, many of them with a fabulous 

view out over Campo Grande Park. Expect 

modern décor with a hardwood floor, plus a work 

desk and chair.

You can enjoy breakfast, lunch and dinner in our 

restaurant looking out onto the local park. Active 

types should head to the gym for a workout 

followed by a relaxing sauna.

Single - € 76,00 

Double - € 86,00

Prices per room, per night with breakfast

included

Hotel NH Campo Grande ****



Grandes eventos, grandes momentos

The hotel has a privileged location in the
Financial Centre of Lisbon, a few minutes from the
airport and the historical centre of Lisbon. The
city’s attractions are a hop away, such as, the
peaceful Eduardo VII park, the shopping haven El
Corte Inglês and many others.

VIP Executive Villa Rica represents an excellent
choice for both business and leisure holiday, with
its bright and natural interiors, it provides many
facilities like a convention center, an health
center, two restaurants and a piano bar.

All rooms, luminous and simply decorated, are
equipped with the latest technologies for
maximum comfort and convenience of guests.

Single - € 81,00 

Double - € 91,00

Prices per room, per night with breakfast

included

Hotel Villa Rica ****



Grandes eventos, grandes momentos

Strategically located in the new financial and 

business centre of Lisbon, only a few minutes 

from the historical center of Lisbon and the 

International Airport, the VIP Executive Zurique

Hotel counts with 252 totally equipped rooms.

Also available to our guests you may find a 

Portuguese typical Restaurant named “O Infante”, 

Bar, a seasonal pool, private parking and Wireless 

Internet access.

Single - € 64,00 

Double - € 69,00

Prices per room, per night with breakfast

included.

Hotel Vip Zurique ***



Grandes eventos, grandes momentos

VIP Inn Berna Hotel is strategically located in the 
Financial and Business Centre of Lisbon, only a 
few minutes from the Historical City Center and 
the Lisbon International Airport.

This 3 star Hotel has 240 rooms, including 2 
suites, to provide comfort in leisure and business 
travels. The Hotel also has 5 conference rooms for 
congresses, conventions, meetings and banquets 
with the capacity up to 185 people. The guests 
can also have access to Wireless Internet and 
Private Parking.

The Restaurant works exclusively for groups and 
offers a complete variety of Portuguese 
traditional cuisine.

Single - € 46,00 

Double - € 51,00

Prices per room, per night with breakfast

included.

Hotel Berna ***



Grandes eventos, grandes momentos

Contactos Abreu PCO

Madalena Almeida

21 415 6121

Madalena.almeida@abreu.pt


